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S Y N E R GY  O F  E N E R GY,  B O DY  &  
S P I R I T  

Learning about energy, the universal force which creates everything and makes this 
fantastic experience we call life, is a synergy experience. Whether you choose the weekend 
or week long workshop option, you will have the opportunity to learn to express yourself 
through energy and to walk hand in hand with this vibration.  Your goal maybe to become 
a therapist or just simply to move forward in your own personal development. Whatever 
your desire just know you are a part of this universal force and living it is the only way to 
be. 

The first 2 steps on this journey can be considered more as personal development 
workshops and are open to all who wish to expand and explore their conscious existence 
here in this earthly dimension. 

The journey starts with “The Source”, the fundamental connections to the force that our 
inner vibrations that are guided and effected by and which we use to effect the energy of 
others and our environment.  

Once your are comfortable with these new connections, you can move on to the inner 
workings of the human energy system via “The Key”. This second workshop will allow you 
to open up to the sensations of feeling auras and chakras and finally learning the practical 
and true energy set up of the human system. 

Putting these first 2 Steps into place will allow you to participate on our week long 
personal growth retreats where you can open all the doors using techniques developed 
here at Synergy of Being, perfecting your inner peace and setting you free to help the 
evolution of the collective consciousness and Earth beings in their evolution. 



Tom has been delivering energy 'workshops' for over 12 years and has helped many 
students develop their abilities as well as enhancing current practicing professional 
therapists skills sets and allowing them to evolve further in their businesses. 
  
Dowsing, healing and clairvoyance are all skills that can be developed for aspiring 
practitioners of various modalities and indeed as tools for personal development. 
  
The scope of learning is wide and fascinating as Tom's 30 years of exploring energy and 
frequency of the vibrational worlds is imparted in such a unique and practical way. 
  
To have access to the underlying mechanics of how energy and frequency works is a rare 
find in the educational world and these workshops are unique in their combination of the 
understanding of quantum mechanics with real practical application. Tom's style makes 
them truly accessible to all levels and a very enjoyable learning experience. 
  
Each workshop delivers a unique aspect of universal vibration and its interaction with 
human energy. The workshops are categorised between more foundational levels of 
understanding ie the mechanics of energy and practically applying it to our everyday lives 
and more advanced workshops building on the foundation more towards the desire to 
become a healing practitioner.The foundational workshops are naturally a perfect way to 
enter into the world of energy as a self development tool or as the preliminary grounding 
for the more advanced techniques. They cover understanding universal vibrations, human 
energies, plants/spirit/animal communications. 'The Source' and 'The Key' are the two 
foundational workshops. For more information see below. 
  
If you wish to advance your skill set and take it to another level and access the higher 
realms of the art of energy then the next set of workshops are for you. These workshops 
culminates into more of an apprenticeship style course where each module dovetails to 
create a very powerful set of tools to work with. Tom will personally be there to guide and 
nurture your skills on every step of the journey as you develop the inner energies for 
healing through Tom's Healing Techniques.If you are interested in any particular aspect of 
healing or self development and wish to discover more about what the workshops have to 
offer, please explore the information below and do not hesitate to contact us if you have 
further questions. Future dates and locations of upcoming workshops are also detailed 
with new events being added all the time. 
  
Calling all Practitioners, if you have a group of interested participants and can host a 
workshop locally and convenient to you, Tom will consider possible alternative venues if it 
fits in with his schedule.  



A  T H E R A P I S T S  PAT H  

With the fundamental understanding of energy achieved through the first 2 workshops 
mentioned above you may feel you wish to become a registered Synergy of Being 
Therapist. This could mean choosing to add to your bow of your current art form of 
therapy with the energy aspect of understanding that crosses over every therapy which 
is presently in the public domain.  

So you may be a Hypnotherapist, Ayurvedic, Chinese medicine practitioner and so on, 
but imagine being able to add the unique aspect of Synergy of Being, whereby you 
can work collectively with other therapists and bring the power of synergy to each and 
every client. Working with others who are attuned to the same fundamental vibrations  
but have their own speciality will enable the practitioners to collaborate, for a client’s 
ultimate well being experience through the Synergy of Being Healthcare programme. 

The other option is to become a 
Synergy of Being Energy Practitioner 
using the techniques developed by 
Tom Lawless. This is a in-depth journey 
that is in close collaboration with Tom 
over a period of 18 months or more.  

Learning to see, feel and be an energy 
practitioner. This will mean learning 
energy in every state of being until 
synergy is reached, Physical, mental, 
spiritual, and dimensional. 

A Synergy of Being Energy Practitioner 
will have to cover every aspect of 
energy with the goal of becoming a 
‘go to ‘ for other registered Synergy of 
Being therapists. 



T E S T I M O N I A L S  B Y  W O R K S H O P  
P A R T I C I P A N T S   

Tom Lawless / Good Vibrations! 

I have been lucky enough to have had 2 healing sessions with Tom, and attended 2 of his 2 
day workshops. 
The one to one healing was like nothing else I've ever experienced. It's like Tom can 
actually "see" inside your body and see what's wrong and what's right, and then he 
"corrects" what's wrong with some hand movements close by but not touching you. 
Though there is no touch, you can feel stuff being put right, like Tom has pressed a reset 
button! It is quite surreal and comforting. 

The 2 workshops I attended were intense and extremely enlightening. One was on 
vibrational energies and ley lines, with practical sessions outdoors using copper dosing 
rods. Then back to the classroom for more theory. Tom's knowledge and personal 
experiences that he shares are awe inspiring. His passion and knowledge of the subject is 
infectious. The hours whizzed by. Having the theory backed up by the practical sessions 
really help you to apply what you have learnt. The learning does not stop there, as Tom 
sends you away with homework. It was great and reassuring doing the homework, as it 
confirmed that I could replicate what Tom had taught in the classroom on my own! 

The 2nd workshop was on chakras and auras. Wow - is what I most want to say about that 
one. Again, lots and lots of classroom theory backed with lots of practical hands on 
sessions. Magical!!! 
Tom's teaching enthusiasm and knowledge for the "invisible" forces and vibrations that 
make us and everything else is like a key to a secret door unlocking an awareness to 
energy - if you allow it, and if you put in the work.I would love to attend future training 
sessions and healing with Tom. I would recommend this to everyone who has an interest, 
and who can be open to the process.  

Jules 
Kent UK. 

Tanya Lawton Hypnotherapist says: 
“Having completed the first two workshops with Tom, my mind and eyes have been 
opened in such a way that I will never look at life in the same way again ! Tom's range and 
depth of knowledge is unbelievable and it seems there is no stone unturned, a mine of 
information ! I cannot wait to continue on this journey of learning, simply life changing ! “ 



W O R K S H O P S  D E TA I L S  

T H E  S O U R C E                                                                         

( O P E N  T O  A L L  L E V E L S  O N  T H E  P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  P R O G R A M M E )  

The Source is the first of the foundational workshops and is the first step into the
world of energies that make up the universal vibrations.
 
This workshop has evolved progressively over the last 15 years in such a way that
it is accessible to everyone. Tom has never met anyone within that time who has
not been capable of exploring these energies.
 
Throughout the weekend you will learn to dowse the veins of the earth's energies,
discovering where they originate from, how they are distributed and how they have
shaped the world around us.
 
From this understanding you will then learn how to connect our own human 
energies into these vibrations through our Chakra system and intuitively dowse 
through space and time. Opening up this intuition and inner vision can help guide 
you through life in a completely different way.

The Programme for the 2 Day weekend 

Day 1 

     09:30 The day starts with tea, meet and greet, getting to know your fello 
participants and Tom getting to know you.
 
    10:00     Opening of the workshop. Discovering the fundamental mechanics 
of the universal vibrations. Learning about the basic flows, creations of energies 
and how the vibrations are distributed by our own sun and the Earth.  This then 
leads to how these vibrations effect the planet and consequently human beings.  



You will be led along the unique path Tom followed in his journey to understand 
these vibrations and discover the amazing depth of his knowledge in this field.
 
    12:30  Lunch
 
    14:00 The afternoon session is more practical and you will be venturing 
outside to experience personally the wonderful discovery of energy lines. Firstly 
however the tools of the trade are to be hand made and   you will be creating your 
own dowsing rods.
 
  This is then followed by a fascinating insight to how energy lines traverse the 
country and indeed the world and how they impact the energies in local historical, 
religious and village conception and you will be feeling the energies for yourself 
out on 'the road'.
 
  You will connect and harmonise these energies to your own Chakra   system and 
learn about real time connection on a local scale, thus opening the doors to 
multiple connections and how they can be used at a basic level. Within your 
explorations and observations, you will get a brief insight   into the Freemasons 
system used hundreds of years ago to express local energies in buildings.
     18:00  Close of Day 1 Workshop

Day 2
    9:00   Morning tea and general catch up from day before.
 
   10:00  Learning about the Earth Chakra system, where the Chakras are and 
what particular effect that has on the relevant countries and how past and present 
day cultures used and use these lines with the universal forces. Having started to 
identify certain Chakras in the human body through the previous day's dowsing 
experience, you will start to use the third eye chakra and intuition to dowse through 
time and space. 
 
    14:00 The afternoon session will take the theoretical learnings from the 
morning out into the world once again and you will visit selected sites to explore 
this new way of seeing, feeling and understanding the world around you and 
testing the connections. Each individual will discover where their strengths lie with 
this work and uncover their individual channeling skills.
 
 
    18:00  Close of weekend workshop



T H E  K E Y                                                                               

( O P E N  T O  A L L  L E V E L S  O N  T H E  P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  P R O G R A M M E )     

These workshops are over 3 weekends all dedicated to feeling and the 
development of human energies, 
  
This follows on from the workshop    "The Source" which will help you get the best 
out of these weekends. Although this is still part of the personal development 
courses these weekends are part of the apprenticeship programme. 
  

All workshops opens its doors at 09:00 in order to take a cup of tea and get to 
know other workshop participants. Then the work starts at 10:00 and finishes at 
18:30. These times are for Saturday and Sunday. 
  
Usually there is residential places on the workshops and you will find more 
information concerning residentship in the Synergy Being Catalog which can be 
downloaded here. 
  
The Chakra System 
  
During this weekend we will walk through the human chakra system one by one. 
This will mean dowsing or feeling the different chakras using our hands and the 
energies that flow through them. 
  
Each chakra has its own personality and deal with the situations that life throw at 
us every day. Understanding the chakras to make an interpretation will need an 
understanding of the mechanics of each chakra. These are the emotional 
aspects of the human energies, the creation centres of our being in a very direct 
fashion as we dance our way through life and the human society. 
  



The Aura System 
  
This weekend course is all about seeing and the development of seeing auras 
and the intuitive voice that helps us through our personal development and 
healing sessions regardless of the art of therapy that we choose. 
  
Feeling and seeing each layer of the human aura can helps us see and help 
people to develop their personal health programme and to avoid future health 
issues. 
  
The Human Energy Experience 
  
This is where we put in motion the experiences that we will have accumulated 
over the previous 2 weekends.This will be mainly a practical weekend with some 
theory opening the doors to the various energy work that will help you develop 
your world that reflects your  inner spirit. 
  
Learning how our ancient civilisations used these energies to build Stonehenge 
or the Pyramids of Giza. Learning to express your energies within the various 
dimensions such as plant, environment and animal communications. 

The Programme for these workshops are on request only. 
  



S Y N E R G Y  O F  C O N S C I O U S N E S S       
T H E  A K A S H I C  R E C O R D S  

  
This weekend is one of total exploration, exploring the universal vibrations in 
connection with the environment Natural and Human. This is where we combine 
Geomancy and Human vibrations. 
  
Once you have completed “The Source” weekend we take things a lot further with 
the magic of energies and their application in accordance with Towns, Houses, 
Natural Woods, Human business and personal development. 
  
Taking responsibility of our consciousness means 
being a participant in the evolution of the planets 
habitants and the dimension we live in. There will be 
Shaman technics created by Tom to be in harmony 
with the modern life that we all live. Using these 
energies in harmony will set you upon that journey of 
your life that there is no turning back. There is part of 
the weekend which is concerned by the evolution of 
the spirit that is within so your goals evolve in step with 
the vibrations as their grow and change. 

The conversation with the universe does not happen uniquely within your inner voice. 
When opening this conversation you will have to learn to converse with Trees and 
plants, Animals, Birds and Insects and with the geological vibration where you find 
yourself during the conversation. this is all part of Akashic Library information 
download.  
  
This workshop is a residential workshop as there evening and nocturnal activities. 
  
Learning an energy meditation and your own form of Thai Chi or energy generation. 
This is the workshop that opens the doors to the Akashic records opening your spirit 
to the deeper knowledge and understandings of this dimension that we live. 



S Y N E R G Y  O F  B E I N G  
P R A C T I T I O N E R  W O R K S H O P S  

These weekend courses are tailor made to suit every practitioners chosen art. To 
become a registered therapist with Synergy of Being we all have to approach our 
individual practices from the same angle. This means learning simple techniques 
using the vibration energies that will allow each practitioner to understand the 
progress of each of us with the client in question. This does not mean relearning your 
profession but rather having an add on aspect to your profession. 

You will learn the protocols of the Synergy of Being therapies so we are all on the 
same page. The taking care of the client in every aspect of their wellbeing and 
therapy will mean working closely between therapists and open discussion 
concerning the individual clients where collective therapy approach will be 
introduced. 

Supporting each other and communicating between us will creat an healing 
environment that will benefit yourself as a therapist and that of the needs of the 
client. 

All therapists will have to undertake the first 2 course “The Source” and “The Key” 
before taking the final steps of therapy accompanied modules which are designed 
for each of the therapies offered by Synergy of Being.  



C A L E N D A R  O F  D A T E S ,  P R I C E S  &  V E N U E S  

As the workshops are nationwide dates are announced as the venues 
are reserved and extra activities are put into place. This will mean that 
prices will vary according to these criteria. In order to be first to hear 
about the venues of the workshops please join our mailing list or visit 
our Facebook page where the events are announced. 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Synergy-of-Being-1349116815240201/events/?
ref=page_interna 

“ T H E  S O U R C E ”  S O U T H A M P T O N  

Southampton 20-23 September 2019 

Course includes: 

The Workshop with Tom Lawless 

Residential passes include accommodation and all meals (Vegetarian) and all 
refreshments. Evening Hot Tub. 

Day passes include lunchtime meals and refreshments. 

Morning is theory session and the afternoon we will be out and about so footwear 
and clothing according to the weather.  

Sound Bath Saturday evening with Sonj Gundry sound therapist for all resident 
passes 

https://www.facebook.com/sonj.gundry 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Synergy-of-Being-1349116815240201/events/?ref=page_interna
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Synergy-of-Being-1349116815240201/events/?ref=page_interna
https://www.facebook.com/sonj.gundry


You can also have sessions with therapists that will be present at the weekend, 
session on the Friday and Monday: 

Tom Lawless  Healing Energy therapist 

Sonj Gundry  Sound Healing Practitioner  

Donna Lenox  Reflexologist and Massage therapy 

Debbie Mahon Hypnotherapist 

Venue: The Croft Southampton.  

https://www.facebook.com/lesleyatthecroft/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-
R&eid=ARC2jGqyZTAyNINVW_mCB2kbrtaPUCLAG3r1Y1wyIV44L1Q1SM52RBevOD
qsIlHDwqUAer7HHHDvwJgr 

Costs: 

Residential Pass with 2 therapies 
Including Sound Bath Sat. Evening

£495  for 2 nights & 3 days

Residential pass simple Including 
Sound Bath Saturday Evening

£425 for 2 nights in shared 
accommodation

Day Pass with 2 therapies £345 Choice of 2 therapies
Day Pass simple £295
Sound Bath (Non resident Passes) £20
Therapy Sessions £40/Hour

https://www.facebook.com/lesleyatthecroft/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARC2jGqyZTAyNINVW_mCB2kbrtaPUCLAG3r1Y1wyIV44L1Q1SM52RBevODqsIlHDwqUAer7HHHDvwJgr
https://www.facebook.com/lesleyatthecroft/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARC2jGqyZTAyNINVW_mCB2kbrtaPUCLAG3r1Y1wyIV44L1Q1SM52RBevODqsIlHDwqUAer7HHHDvwJgr
https://www.facebook.com/lesleyatthecroft/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARC2jGqyZTAyNINVW_mCB2kbrtaPUCLAG3r1Y1wyIV44L1Q1SM52RBevODqsIlHDwqUAer7HHHDvwJgr


T H E  S O U R C E  B R I S T O L   

Bristol 27-29 September 2019 

Course Includes: 

The weekend workshop with Tom Lawless 

Visits to Avebury circle or Stonehenge and or West Kennet Burrows 

Visit to Glastonbury Tor  

Residential passes include accommodation and all meals (Vegetarian) and all 
refreshments. Evening Hot Tub. 

Day passes include lunchtime meals and refreshments. 

Morning is theory session and the afternoon we will be out and about so footwear 
and clothing according to the weather.  

Sound Bath Saturday evening to be confirmed depending on location 

You can also have sessions with therapists that will be present at the weekend, 
session on the Friday and Monday: 

Tom Lawless  Healing Energy therapist 

Tanya Lawton Hypnotherapist 

Sound Bath personalised therapy to be confirmed 



Residential Pass with 2 therapies 
Including Sound Bath Sat. evening

£495 for 2 nights & 3 days

Residential pass simple Including 
Sound Bath Saturday Evening

£425  for 2 nights in shared 
accommodation

Day Pass with 2 therapies £345 Choice of 2 therapies
Day Pass simple £295
Sound Bath (Non resident Passes) £20
Therapy Sessions £40/Hour



R E S E R VAT I O N S  F O R  W E E K E N D  
R E T R E AT S ,  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  

P E R S O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  

Workshop Pass desired 
(Residential, Day, 
etc.)

Therapy Addition notes 
and information

The Source Southampton

The Source Bristol

The Key Part 1 
Southampton 

Dates to be confirmed 

The Key Part 1  Bristol  
Dates to be confirmed

Synergy of Consciousness   
the Akashic Records 

Southampton Dates to be 
confirmed

Synergy of Consciousness   
the Akashic Records 

Bristol Dates to be confirmed

Practitioners Workshops  I am Interested in 
more information



All reservations must be made in advance with a reservation deposit of 30% of final costs. 
This is a non refundable deposit if cancelled 14 days before the event. Payments can be 
made by Direct debit, Cheque or Cash. Address for payments by post will be given on 
reservation application. 

All Therapies and Extra activities will be paid directly to the Practitioner offering their 
services.   

All reservations should be sent by email to:  contact@synergyofbeing.com 

Name Email Reservation 
Deposit (30%)

Total cost

mailto:contact@synergyofbeing.com


 

www.synergyofbeing.com   www.tomlawless.net 

Facebook: Synergy of Being   

Youtube: Synergy of Being 

Instagram: Synergy of Being 

Email: contact@synergyofbeing.com

http://www.synergyofbeing.com
http://www.tomlawless.net
https://www.facebook.com/Synergy-of-Being-1349116815240201/?view_public_for=1349116815240201
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD14vz-gWEFf-fuES4UfAsg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.instagram.com/synergyofbeing/
mailto:contact@synergyofbeing.com
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